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Abstract

This paper outlines the diversity of medical and healing systems indigenous to many regions of the world and their under-development and suppression during colonialism; describes briefly social and cultural changes that have taken place in the Global South after de-colonisation, resulting in varying degrees of a plurality (in terms of cultural style) of mental health systems currently available; summarizes important general principles of post-colonial development in the Global South; and, finally, points to ways of mental health and wellbeing development in the Global South by drawing on the example of Sri Lanka where the author was involved in a four-year research and capacity building project between 2007 and 2012. The paper takes a historical post-colonial approach to development on the principals of sustainability and cultural relevance and argues for a pragmatic approach in the short term while building up a body of knowledge about the countries concerned, their ground realities and their indigenous psychologies.
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Introduction

After the end of the second world war and fall of European empires in Asia and Africa there was a realisation that economic development, as well as improvement of living standards and personal health were required in many parts of the Global South; and international bodies such as the World Health Organization (WHO) were founded to promote such development. Since then there has been much contentious debate about what types of services are best suited to promoting mental health in countries of the Global South; the nature and backgrounds of the dominant players in such development; how the needs of those who would eventually use the services should be assessed; and whether (and if so how) their wishes about the cultural style of services should be respected; and so on. This paper considers the practical problems of implementing development (and how they may be addressed) by exploring the epistemology of knowledge about matters to do with ‘mind’ and ‘health’; the different ways in which people with problems of living have been helped over the years; and the political realities of power that play out in the world of today.

Systems of mental health care worldwide

The European Enlightenment of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries led to cultural changes in Europe resulting in people seen as ‘mad’ (the insane), together with others also considered socially undesirable, being confined to asylums in large numbers — ‘the great confinement’ (Foucault, 1967, p. 38) — and subsequently the study of ‘madness’ by medical doctors, and later, psychologists leading to the disciplines of psychiatry and clinical psychology, referred to as the ‘psy disciplines’ by McAvoy (2014). A language developed around these peculiarly ‘Western’ knowledge systems, generating words / concepts such as ‘mental health’, ‘mental illness’ and ‘psychotherapy’, now used globally but often interpreted differently in non-Western cultural settings.
Notions of ‘mind’ and its correlates such as beliefs and emotional distress, as well as issues that people had in interacting with each other—in fact the understanding of the human condition and problems of living and interacting — developed very differently in non-Western cultural traditions including that in the Islamic world (see later), compared to those in the West (see Fernando, 2002; Fernando & Moodley, 2018; Gaines, 1984; Hammer, 1990; Kleinman and Good, 1985; Marsella and White, 1982). Ways of thinking (‘cultures’) change as a result of cross-cultural interaction between peoples — Hacking (1995) calls this a "looping effect" (title) — especially when there is aggressive domination of one or other group (as happened in colonialism and mass enslavement); yet, some basic cultural patterns still stay the same. Even today in parts of the Global South, human problems of living, especially those accompanied by emotional distress, attributed in the Global North to illness of the ‘mind’, are interpreted in a variety of other ways — social, personal, spiritual and so on; and few are attributed to ‘illness’ as such. For example, the system for healing of madness within the Tibetan medical tradition, described as ‘a complex interweaving of religion, mysticism, psychology, and rational medicine’ (Clifford, 1984, p. 7) still persists—or at least was evident in the early 1980s when Terry Clifford conducted her research; and some aspects of the therapeutic approach in the māristāns (Arabic mental hospitals — Dols, 1992) that thrived between during the middle-ages and described by Graham (1967) as ‘a blissful union of science and religion’ (p. 47) and by Foucault (2006) as ‘a sort of spiritual therapy ... involving music dance, and theatrical spectacles and readings of marvellous stories’ (p. 117) are still discernible (El-Islam, 1982; El-Khayat, 1997).

**Recent changes in the Global South**

Western systems of mental health (‘asylum psychiatry’) were imposed in some regions of the Global South during colonialism, but had little cultural impact of a lasting nature on ways of thinking among native people of the countries concerned (Fernando, 2014, pp. 63-79). But (Western) bio-medical psychiatry aggressively promoted since the 1970s together with the use of psychotropic medication and ‘talking therapies’— at first via non-governmental organisations (NGOs) funded by resources from Western donors — and latterly supported by the Movement for Global Mental Health (MGMH) (Collins et al. 2011; Horton, 2007; LSHTM, 2013; Patel & Prince, 2010) — show signs of having a lasting effect on the thinking of local people (their ‘cultures’) (see Fernando, 2014, pp. 107-114; Watters, 2011). In practical terms, the result is that in many parts of the Global South, a *plurality* of mental health systems are in place — Western systems, traditional indigenous systems, new, innovative systems, and those that attempt to adapt Western systems to make them ‘culturally sensitive’ to local norms.

**Principles of development in the Global South**

Mental health development — better called “mental health and wellbeing promotion” (see Fernando, 2014, pp.146-7) — in the Global South should be seen as part and parcel of general development, especially that aimed at poverty reduction and empowerment of people at the bottom of the pile, socially and politically. What is important is that new services as they develop should be brought into being in an organised way in close consultation with local people and reflect local cultural norms including *psychologies of local people* as closely as possible — here ‘psychologies’ mean ‘stories of the self in time ... that explain the basis of our actions’ (Kirmayer, Adenonle, & Dzokoto, 2018, p. 163). Services should aim at being *ethical* — for the benefit of people ‘as self-defining *subjects*’ rather than ‘objects of concern ... entitled so choose their way of life themselves’ (Gasper, 2004, p. 195, italics in original) and *sustainable* — that is not dependent on external (Western) training and input (O’Riordan, 1988; Warburton, 1998). Together with such development there needs to be action to address...
social determinants of health and issues of regulation and good governance of services; and care should be taken to protect vulnerable communities from exploitation by big business.

**Developing mental health services in the Global South**

Since many parts of the Global South are beset by serous socio-political problems, a word of caution voiced by Kirmayer (2006) is worth noting:

‘There is a danger that focusing attention on mental health needs only serves to divert attention from more difficult social problems that demand political and economic solutions. Psychiatry may collude with those who benefit from the status quo, neutralizing political challenges by reframing problems as aspects of individual mental health and offering treatment to individuals who are, after all, expressing the pain of a system out of joint’ (p. 138). If we turn to the literature for guidance, there are major problems in what is often written up as ‘cross cultural research’: Nearly all the ‘knowledge’ that the psy disciplines draw on, especially diagnostic categories, ways of psychological assessment, ‘pathologies’ indicative of disorders or illnesses, models of therapy quoted as ‘evidence based’, together constitute a major problem — the ‘category fallacy’ (first described by Kleinman, 1977), which means the imposition of a concept/category derived in one socio-cultural setting across cultures. And differences in health-seeking practices and illness behaviour that varies widely worldwide often distort what is ‘found’.

The lack of reliable meaningful research data is a major drawback, but some pointers on how we should go about mental health development are given in the next three paragraphs:

A research project carried out by WHO (1973, 1979) in the 1960s, measured illness-outcomes of people in several regions of the world who had been diagnosed as suffering from ‘schizophrenia’ and assessed over 13 – 17 years (Hopper and Wanderling, 2000; Sartorius et al. 1986). The cohorts of patients in India and Nigeria had better outcomes compared to cohorts in the UK and USA, both in terms of symptom relief and social recovery — although the former had been exposed to little in the way of psychiatric treatment and after-care.

A study in the early 2000s (Raguram, Venkateswaram, Ramakrishna, & Weiss, 2002) described outcomes of people who had attended a Hindu temple in South India known for helping people with mental health problems. The researchers found that most suffered from psychotic illness and showed a degree of improvement (judged by reduction of symptoms and their own expressed views) that matched improvement that may be expected as a result of bio-medical therapy, although no drugs had been given to them at the temple.

Haliburton (2004) reported a study of 100 people, all with problems that amounted to a diagnosis of schizophrenia, who had accessed one or more of three forms of therapy in Kerala (South India), namely Ayurvedic medicine, bio-medical psychiatry and religious healing at one or other of three locations with reputations for healing people with mental illness — a Hindu temple, Muslim mosque and Christian church — to find that similar proportions benefitted from each form of therapy.

**Pragmatic approach to development in the short term**

This section of the paper is based on the author’s experience while working as a psychiatrist in multicultural areas of London (UK) and previously in Sri Lanka; observations of the work of NGOs in Toronto (Canada) and London; and findings of a research and capacity building
program in Sri Lanka during 2007 and 2012. The Sri Lankan workers in the program (described in detail by Weerackody and Fernando, 2011) investigated community perceptions of wellbeing and coping strategies adopted in times of crisis; and members of the team had the opportunity of visiting religious centres of healing, meeting with indigenous healers as well as participating in ‘capacity building’ programs with community workers and professional staff at psychiatric and community centres. As a result, they obtained a grasp of what was being done (and not done) in the field of mental health and wellbeing; and how local people viewed the services that were being provided.

The team concluded that, in planning mental health and wellbeing services for a region or locality, the first step is to take note of ground realities in the region concerned. They learned that in planning development, it is important first to get to know the nature of the lives of local people and the ways in which local people seek help; and at all stages of development to think local, looking for ways of embedding any new services in local institutions and communities. An assumption that there are no services for mental health and wellbeing in a particular locality came about sometimes because there was nothing that carried the label ‘health’, ‘mental health’ or ‘madness’; but this was shown to be false once services were identified that people access when experiencing personal or psychological problems — clearly, these constituted services for mental health and wellbeing.

Conclusions

For long term planning, information from focused and sensitive research carried out in the Global South under local direction that yields meaningful conclusions is required. The hard data sought should include: (a) Efficacy of systems as seen by service users; (b) knowledge of local practices (especially religious approaches and indigenous medicine); (c) idioms of distress and ways of identifying social stress; (d) how individuals and communities cope with social problems, distress, disability, and so on. But to be politically realistic, we cannot wait for the long term. We have to get on with development now as far as possible.

In the short term, the aim of all agencies seeking to develop mental health services must be to enable local people to develop services that are ethical, that is for the benefit of the people concerned as subjects rather than objects of development, and sustainable without dependence on rich countries in the West. The best way of doing this is to adopt (and possibly adapt) the approach of community development described by Chambers (1992, 1997, 2005) which essentially means working bottom-up with whatever stakeholders are available, taking on board the fact that (as observed in Sri Lanka) ordinary people in most parts of the Global South get the best help (for mental health and wellbeing) from family, indigenous healers and socio-cultural community systems in the community (including religious or semi-religious agencies); and, if given the choice, want to access such services, as well as some aspects (not all) of Western-type psychiatric services — the choice being left to service users and their families. The greatest impediment to getting the help needed is poverty and/or lack of social support, whether from family or the state. This needs to be re-dressed if meaningful mental health development of services is to be undertaken.

---
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